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EZ Does It – Humor

That’s “Berry” Punny!
Share some summer fun with these berry-themed jokes and puns.

Ways to Use the Jokes 

 • Print the large-print version of the jokes. Cut the jokes apart 
and distribute to volunteers who take turns reading aloud to the 
group. For jokes with a punchline, cue readers to pause so the 
group has a chance to guess the answer. 

 • Read the jokes aloud to the group. 

 • Post the jokes one-a-day on a bulletin board.

 

“Berry” Punny Jokes
1. Once you reach my ripe old age, you’re allowed to tell others to respect their elder berries.

2. Eat, drink, and be berry, for tomorrow we’re pie.

3. I went to the farmer’s market to get some berries, but they didn’t have any. It was a fruitless trip.

4. What happened when a truckload of strawberries crashed on the freeway? 

It caused a huge jam. 

5. I tried making an omelet yesterday with the only things I had left in my kitchen: eggs, 
blueberries, and breath mints. It was a failed eggs-berry-mint.

6. What do you call a bunch of berries playing instruments?

A jam session

7. What kind of berry is the saddest?

A blueberry

8. What did one strawberry say to the other?

If you weren’t so sweet, we wouldn’t be in this jam!

9. What did the doctor tell the patient with a strawberry growing out of their head?

Just put some cream on it.

10. What do you get when you walk around with berries in your shoes?

Toe jam
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11. How do grapes settle their disputes?

They berry the hatchet.

12. Which Beatles song do berries like best?

“Strawberry Fields Forever”

13. Why was the cherry all alone?

Because the banana split

14. Why are blackberries never lonely?

Because they hang around in bunches

15. What has fangs, sleeps in a coffin, and drinks strawberry preserves?

A jampire

16. How do you fix broken berries?

With a berry patch

17. What kind of berries can you smoke?

Salmonberries

18. What did the blueberry pie say to the blackberry pie?

I’ve got my pie on you.

19. What’s a berry’s favorite type of news?

Currant events

20. How do you make a strawberry shake?

Put it in the icebox

21. What is a tailor’s favorite berry?

A thimbleberry

22. What do you call a berry that doesn’t study until the night before the test?

A cram-berry

23. What should you do with dead fruit?

Berry it

24. What is a British berry’s motto?

Keep calm and cherry on.
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25. What do you get after you bite into a cherry pit?

A visit from the tooth berry

26. Where did Fats Domino like to pick berries?

On Blueberry Hill

27. What kind of berries taste the most fowl?

Gooseberries

28. Why did the strawberry stop in the middle of the road?

It ran out of juice.

29. How do you make a blackberry turnover?

Push it down a hill.

30. Why did the raspberries take a trip to Las Vegas?

To see Berry Manilow perform

31. If Robin Hood were a berry, who would his girlfriend be?

Maid Marionberry
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“Berry” Punny Jokes
Once you reach my ripe old age, you’re allowed to tell others to respect 
their elder berries.

* * *

Eat, drink, and be berry, for tomorrow we’re pie.

* * *

I went to the farmer’s market to get some berries, but they didn’t have 
any. It was a fruitless trip.

* * *

What happened when a truckload of strawberries crashed on the freeway? 

It caused a huge jam. 

* * *

I tried making an omelet yesterday with the only things I had left in my 
kitchen: eggs, blueberries, and breath mints. It was a failed eggs-berry-mint.

* * *

What do you call a bunch of berries playing instruments?

A jam session

* * *

What kind of berry is the saddest?

A blueberry

* * *

What did one strawberry say to the other?

If you weren’t so sweet, we wouldn’t be in this jam!

* * *

What did the doctor tell the patient with a strawberry growing out of  
their head?

Just put some cream on it.

* * *
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What do you get when you walk around with berries in your shoes?

Toe jam

* * *

How do grapes settle their disputes?

They berry the hatchet.

* * *

Which Beatles song do berries like best?

“Strawberry Fields Forever”

* * *

Why was the cherry all alone?

Because the banana split

* * *

Why are blackberries never lonely?

Because they hang around in bunches

* * *

What has fangs, sleeps in a coffin, and drinks strawberry preserves?

A jampire

* * *

How do you fix broken berries?

With a berry patch

* * *

What kind of berries can you smoke?

Salmonberries

* * *

What did the blueberry pie say to the blackberry pie?

I’ve got my pie on you.

* * *
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What’s a berry’s favorite type of news?

Currant events

* * *

How do you make a strawberry shake?

Put it in the icebox

* * *

What is a tailor’s favorite berry?

A thimbleberry

* * *

What do you call a berry that doesn’t study until the night before the test?

A cram-berry

* * *

What should you do with dead fruit?

Berry it

* * *

What is a British berry’s motto?

Keep calm and cherry on.

* * *

What do you get after you bite into a cherry pit?

A visit from the tooth berry

* * *

Where did Fats Domino like to pick berries?

On Blueberry Hill

* * *

What kind of berries taste the most fowl?

Gooseberries

* * *
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Why did the strawberry stop in the middle of the road?

It ran out of juice.

* * *

How do you make a blackberry turnover?

Push it down a hill.

* * *

Why did the raspberries take a trip to Las Vegas?

To see Berry Manilow perform

* * *

If Robin Hood were a berry, who would his girlfriend be?

Maid Marionberry

* * *


